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Overview 
 
  When you want to make an impact in a simple way, SEIHO , 
the world’s leading manufacturer of aluminum spot and nozzle  
diffusers, can make it happen.  For over 24 years, SEIHO  has 
been dazzling designers with their unique products.  The 
concept of conditioning air in a difficult to reach area is not 
novel, but SEIHO  has successfully developed a product line 
that does it more effectively and efficiently than any other 
brand, and in the most aesthetically pleasing manner possible.  
This issue will spotlight seven SEIHO diffuser models. 
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PK SpotDiffuser 
 
  The first and most popular is the PK SpotDiffuser.  The PK is 
excellent for spot heating and cooling areas where you need to 
move conditioned air from an inaccessible location to the work 
environment.  Air flow can be directed up to 90 feet depending 
upon the available CFM.  Engineered to exacting standards and 
stylish in design, the PK is the perfect choice for many new and 
retrofit buildings. 

“Dive!  Restaurant”  -   Las Vegas, Nevada 

  Manufactured from heavy-gauge aluminum alloys combined 
with overall heavy-duty construction, the SEIHO PK 
SpotDiffuser exceeds industry standards by a wide margin.  The 
multi-directional louver body and all other components 
are machined to close tolerances, then bright polished.  The 
flange-to-body gasket consists of two tandem felt strips for a 
leak-proof seal.  These components  comprise a unit which 
provides smooth movement of the louver body when adjusting 
for direction. A knurled adjustment knob facilitates control of 
airflow by regulating volume with the precision internal 
damper.  This damper is under tension by a stainless steel leaf 
spring for leak-proof sealing and quiet operation. 

Air Distribution 
You Want 

People To See! 

“Nike Town”  -  Las Vegas, Nevada 

Applications include: 
 
• Restaurants/Kitchens 
• Factories 
• Sound Stages 
• Studios 
• Stadiums  
• Shopping Centers 
• Hospitals 
• Retail Stores 
• Ships 
• Theatres 
• Sports Facilities 
• Theme Venues 
• Lobbies/Reception  
• Public Areas 

Precision Adjustable 
Aluminum Air Flow 
Exit Plate 

Solid Aluminum Rotatable Body 
 
         Air Flow Adjustment Knob 

Double Felt Flange-
Body Seal to Prevent 
Air Leakage 

Closed Cell Neoprene Felt Mounting Gasket  

PK SpotDiffuser Features 



 
 Benefits to the Designer 

 
♦ Aesthetically Pleasing   SEIHO diffusers are so 

attractive you can highlight them in your design.  
Don’t conceal the air diffusers, show them off instead.   

♦ Color Coordinated  Whatever your color scheme, 
SEIHO has a variety of finishes and custom colors for 
the perfect match. 

♦ Design Flexibility  The effectiveness of the spot 
louvers allow long airflow throws to ventilate or 
condition remote areas where ducting would be 
impractical or cost prohibitive. 

♦ Installation Freedom  The designer has many 
mounting options:  vertical, horizontal or any angle in 
between.  They can also be mounted up to 90' from 
where you want the conditioned air to be.  

 
 Benefits to the Owner/Contractor 

 
♦ Durable  The corrosion-resistant finish and solid 

construction make these units rugged and durable.  
The attractive appearance will last for years.   

♦ Attractive  The simple yet attractive design is 
bolstered with a natural anodized aluminum finish. 
Also available in a variety of powder coated colors to 
compliment any design theme.   

♦ Adjustable  As occupant configurations change, 
adjust the diffuser air flow by rotating the body or 
inner rings.  Put the air where it’s needed. 

♦ Low Cost Installation  These  lightweight diffusers 
are designed for quick and easy installation on any 
ceiling or wall surface.  Installation costs are greatly 
reduced by using the spring-clip design feature. 

SpotPac PKP 

FINISH 
 

The standard 
finish is Anodized 
Aluminum.  
Powder coatings 
in a variety of 
colors are 
available upon 
request.  

SpotPac PKP  Similar to the PK, the SpotPac PKP is designed 
for those situations where more directional control is desired.  
The SpotPac uses standard ducts and directs air to four specific 
locations with one duct opening.  It can replace existing 
diffusers with no modifications.  While the SpotDiffuser is 
made of Anodized Aluminum, the SpotPac Plate is made of 
brushed stainless steel.   Each SpotDiffuser is independently 
adjustable for exact control of conditioned air.  

TurboNozzle NT, & NT-P 

Diagram at left shows 
the 33° to 42° rotation 
of the SpotDiffuser. 

TurboNozzle NT  This model 
combines a stylish finish and 
high quality construction.  The 
deep housing and inner 
concentric rings are designed 
specifically for those high 
v o l u m e ,  l o n g  t h r o w  
applications. The NT provides 
a distribution pattern more 
diffuse than the PK series, but 
not as much as the RHV/NR 
series.  They are so light 
weight, spring clips firmly 
hold them in place, making 
wall installation a snap. 

TurboNozzle NT-P  Shown is a panel mount design for the 
NT.  Select from one, two, three or four NT’s per panel.  
Perfect for retro-fitting existing applications for wall or ceiling 
mounting, as well as new construction.  

VentLouver SXL 
VentLouver SXL  The main application 
for the SXL is as a return grille, though it 
can also service storage rooms, attics, 
basements, bathroom and kitchen exhaust.  
The flush face lends a clean look and the 
spring clip mounting makes it easy to 
install with no screws to mar the surface.  
Insect screens are an available option. 



RegisterNozzle NR-B  This model utilizes a wide 
blade design for high capacity, long throw air flow 
in a double deflection regis ter.  The linked blades 
facilitate air direction control.  The NR-B can be 
wall or ceiling mounted securely with its mounting 
bracket.  Excellent for use where a high volume air 
stream is needed: such as, concourses, hotel lobbies, 
and convention halls.  The contemporary design of 
the NR-B says, “don’t hide me, show me off”. 
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By  Dave McIntyre    

Another perSPECtive... 

 What better way to ring in 2000 
than by showcasing a new product 
that lets you say, unequivocally, 
“This is a 21st Century design!” 
 
  Let’s face it, air diffusers haven’t 
changed much s ince a i r  
conditioning first joined the 
automobile as an icon of 
Americana culture.  But, while the 
automobile has evolved, the 
devices for delivering conditioned 
air into a room have not.  The air 
diffusers you specify today are 
little different from what was 
specified nearly a half century ago. 
 
  The projects you are working on 
today are the buildings and 
edifices that will define our new 
century.  They demand products 
that deliver conditioned air more 
efficiently, more precisely and 
with considerably more style and 
grace than the products of 
yesterday. 
 
  Where do you find such 
innovative products?  Right here in 
SPECulations.  This month we 
introduce you to SEIHO, a truly 
cutting edge manufacturer of high 
quality air diffusers, registers and 
nozzles. 
 
  In this issue are SEIHO products 
and application ideas that will 
allow you to make a statement 
with the only part of the 
mechanical system that people 
actually see every day - the air 
distribution! 
 
    Step ahead of the competition 
by showing clients your designs 
reflect our time.  You can make 
that statement with SEIHO.  Call 
or e-mail us for a catalog today! 

RoundRegister RHV 

RegisterNozzle NR-B 

RoundRegister RHV  This model offers a double deflection design in a round shape.  
Excellent for ceiling and wall mounting, they provide wide dispersion or a narrow air 
stream.  The individually adjustable blades allow the user to condition four areas 
simultaneously.  The one-piece aluminum body mounts with the included hidden bracket.  
Finally... a register good looking enough for those special projects! 

Long Throw Applications 


